Large enterprises can afford to build fully-staffed internal security teams to monitor today’s emerging
security threats. Of course, cyber security concerns aren’t limited only to large enterprises. Yet, smaller
organizations often lack the resources, time, or personnel to take on that task. Arraya’s SMB Protection
Package is built specifically for customers in need of practical, simple security solutions that are also cost
effective.

You don’t have to bring in $10B a year to get best in class protection. Whether you are worried about

ransomware, protecting health records, securing financial data, or safeguarding personally identifiable
information, the SMB Protection Package
provides

the

baseline

security

functionality all organizations need to
implement. We leverage best in class
solutions for the following capabilities:


Endpoint Protection



Multifactor Authentication



Email Security



Web Security



Training and Awareness

These solutions protect at the user level and scale as your business grows, while still providing state of
the art technology like global threat intelligence, advanced sandboxing, real-time malware blocking,
continuous file analysis, and rapid detection, containment, eradication and recovery.
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Organizations in the SMB market don’t always have data centers large enough to
handle the new servers or appliances required for top notch security solutions.
Arraya’s offering utilizes cloud subscription services that don’t require any
on-premises backend infrastructure to manage. These solutions are managed via the
Internet and can be quickly on boarded for immediate protections without large
implementation plans. Furthermore, all of the reporting is baked into the cloud
application, so you can get critical reporting information without having to configure
databases or other analytics servers.
For customers that want a fully managed solution, Arraya Managed Services can completely operate and
support these applications at a much lower cost than having to bring in additional full time employees.
Arraya’s stable of top notch engineers can be leveraged in the same way as internal resources for full end
to end security lifecycle solutions management.

In the wake of the continuous stream of publicly released security breaches, regulatory and compliance
checklists are becoming more and more complex. These audits no longer apply just to large enterprise
companies. Arraya’s Small & Mid-Sized Business Protection Package provides capabilities that not only
help organizations comply with these requirements, but also simplify the compliance process.

Security Advisory Services team with real world

Member of CRN’s Solution Provider 500, Tech

experience at the CISO level

Elite 250, and Managed Services Provider 500
lists year after year

Tailored enterprise solutions that distinguish us

Structured but Nimble — the expertise of a

from other consultants, who focus solely on

large company with the personal attention and

selling point hardware and software products

agility our customers have come to depend on
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